Tackling the Coronavirus
Abbott is leveraging decades of experience tracking viruses, developing diagnostic tests and science-based nutrition and providing humanitarian relief to fight the evolving threat of COVID-19.

Abbott’s Contributions to the COVID-19 Response
This webpage provides a comprehensive look at Abbott’s work on COVID-19 testing that’s helping frontline workers limit the virus.

STRATEGY SPOTLIGHT
Abbott Reports Q1 Earnings
There was nothing ordinary about the first quarter of 2020. Despite this unprecedented time, Abbott’s diverse portfolio continued fueling growth and life-changing innovation.

INNOVATION
Abbott Adds to Structural Heart Tech
Millions of people have heart valve conditions, yet less than 1% receive the standard of care, open-heart surgery. Two Abbott devices that recently received CE Mark approvals are expected to help fill these treatment gaps.

World-Changing Ideas for Health
Fast Company has named Abbott as the 2020 World Changing Company of the Year in honor of the company’s innovative efforts to improve lives.